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Summary

First arrival traveltime tomography is an appropriate
method for estimating near-surface velocity structures.
However, tomography fails to resolve inversions in the
velocities.  This limits its capability to correctly image
complex structures.  In this paper, we focus on a delicate
workflow to retrieve shallow hidden layers from
traveltimes.  This workflow involves a subtle traveltime
picking procedure, as well as a sequentially imaging
strategy based on first arrival traveltime tomography. The
result is validated byuphole velocities.

Introduction

The Aishwariya Field, discovered by Cairn in January
2004, is located in the northern part of Barmer basin,
Rajasthan (Figure 1). Structurally, the field is contained
within a relatively simple fault block footwall high, with
major bounding faults to the west and north-west.
Processing and imaging of seismic data from onshore
regions of Rajasthan are challenging because of near-
surface velocity heterogeneity. Rapid near-surface changes
in lithology and water content, together with occurrence of
spatially localized coal, anhydrites zones, and aquifers
(water lakes) produce extreme lateral velocity variations.
Moreover, these regions often have a high-velocity surface
layer underlain by a low-velocity zone, and hence a
negative velocity gradient, that limits the application of
conventional refraction methods for velocity determination.
In addition to the difficulty of determining the complex
near surface velocity model, such a detailed velocity model
is needed for accurate Pre Stack Depth Migration.

Figure 1: Left panel - location map of the Barmer Basin,
Rajasthan, India. Right panel – location of Aishwariya
field.

Traveltime tomography iteratively updates an initial
velocity model until the difference between the modeled
and the pickedtraveltimes is minimized in a least-squares
sense (Zhu et al., 2000; Zhang and Toksoz, 1998). Use of
first-arrival traveltime tomography is almost a standard
procedure for estimating near-surface velocity structure in
today's geophysical industry, in spite of the fact that first
arrival traveltime information is often unreliable for this
purpose in areas of shallow structural complexity
(Geoltrain and Brac, 1993).  A clear example of the
limitation is the hidden layer problem (Lankston, 1989). A
hidden layer, sheltered from the first arrival ray path by
lying below a velocity inversion boundary, theoretically
cannot be modeled and inverted with first arrival traveltime
tomography.

Figure 2 shows a shot record indicating the existence of a
hidden layer -- the true first arrivals quickly disappear with
offset, with a parallel 'second' arrival branch appearing as
apparent first arrivals. A typical shot record featured with
this kind of discontinuities in first arrivals is often called a
Christmas tree. Sun and Zhang (2013) performed 1-D
elastic modeling to understand travel time patterns
associated with a Christmas tree.
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What if we ignore the later arrival issue and just use the
maximum energy breaks fortraveltime inversion?  Sun and
Zhang (2013) performed a 2-D test and drew a clear
conclusion that the solution is far away from the true
model. Things are worse in 3-D cases with creation of
feathery artificial structure in the velocity solution (Figure
3). These feathery structural artifacts reflect the innate bias
in selective picking (automatically or manually) between
near-offset receiver lines and further-offset receiver lines.
In the case of a Christmas tree, first-arrivals will be picked
in near-offset receiver lines while later-arrival will likely be
picked in far-offset receiver lines.

Figure 2: A typical Christmas tree patterned shot record
suggesting existence of a hidden layer.  Red color
denotesautomatically picked first-breaks - the most
common way such shot records are picked.

Figure 3: Near surface depth sliceshowingfeathery artificial
structures indicating the existence of hidden layers. The 3D
traveltime tomography solutionhad improper inversion
using a hybrid input of first arrivals and later arrivals.

Recognizing the existence of hidden layers in seismic data
over Aishwariya field, we investigated whether the
phenomenon of feathery structures can be addressed by a
specially designed workflow, and more importantly,
whether it is possible to use first-arrival traveltime

tomography to retrieve shallow hidden layers. We begin by
presenting the framework of our workflow, and then
provide a detailed discussion on how to perform the
workflow in a 3-D case.

Workflow

The workflow is illustrated by the block diagram shown in
Figure 4.  It mainly includes two stages: traveltime picking
in the first stage, followed by two sequences of tomography
for imaging in the second stage.

Figure 4: Block diagram for the traveltimeinversion
workflow

Traveltime picking and refining consume a significant part
of typical land processing project time schedules.  This is
all the more so in our case, as we needed to find a solution
'recognizing' the first and later arrivals and picking them
separately. In our iterative approach, first arrivals are
initially picked, modeled, and used to guide a next run of
first arrival picking. Second arrival picking follows this
procedure, but is carried out separately.

Traveltime Picking

Without an appropriate tool, it is almost impossible to
complete the traveltime picking and separation work with
efficiency and accuracy,given thevery large volume of
traces involved.  As a basis for our work, we set up a
workflow that enables the automatic picker to take
advantage of the known geometry and estimated near-
surface velocity information:

1) Automatic picking with linear moveout (LMO)
guide (output: 01.Traveltimes);
2) Run traveltime tomography with a large grid size
model (input: 01.Traveltimes; output: 01.TomoModel);
3) Run ray-tracing (input: 01.TomoModel; output:
01.SyntheticTraveltimes);
4) Automatic picking with synthetic traveltime guide
(input: 01.SyntheticTraveltime; output; 02.Traveltimes);
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5) Repeat step 2) with a smaller grid size model, and
then repeat steps 3) and 4), making sure every step leads to
both improvedtraveltime picks and tomographic model;
6) Stopping when a) picks, b) synthetic traveltime, and
c) seismic shot gather overlay are deemed to be acceptable.

We first calculate synthetic traveltimesusing an initial
velocity model, and use theseto guide first break detection.
Naturally, a better version of picks is expected.  These
better picks will then produce a better velocity estimate.
We repeat this iteratively until the synthetic traveltimes,
picked traveltimes and actual breaks (on shot records)
overlay well.  The initial velocity model could be a layered
or even constant model (an equivalent of the LMO
guidance).  In this sense, first break picking is not a pre-
step of inversion; it is a part of the iterative loop that
converges the velocity model and the traveltimes to the
most reasonable solution.

In this case, like the velocity model, traveltime picks, rather
than an input, are more an output of the overall inversion
process.  It is information that needs to progressively made
more accurate using the combined factors of trace signals,
geometry, and estimated velocities. This is especially the
case when picking itself is hard, or the quality of the
existing picks is uncertain.

Traveltime Tomography Solution

Theoretically, first arrival traveltime tomography cannot
yield an accurate solution in the presence of velocity
inversion.  On the other hand, first-break picks are so
limited to near-offsets with the existence of a hidden layer.
In this case the later arrival traveltimes provide valuable
subsurface information that should not be ignored.  In order
to take advantage of both types of traveltimes, we used a
strategy to run traveltime tomography successively, with
two traveltime datasets described as following:

1) The first dataset is merged with the second arrival
picks and first-breaks of the 'normal' (non-Christmas tree
patterned) shots;
2) The second dataset only contains the first arrival
picks of the Christmas trees.

We commenced byperforming tomography on the first
dataset using a relatively large grid size model. Smoothing
was done to get an approximate solution of bedrock
velocity.  Next, the output velocity model was gridded with
a finer grid and used as input to the next tomography run
for a second dataset.

Compared with the first dataset, the volume of the second
seems to be insignificant, while it could add remarkably
detailed features in the very near-surface velocity. Such

detail is crucial to the solution of short wavelength statics,
and these features can be easily ruined by an one-off
traveltime tomography job using un-separated picks.  To a
certain extent, good separation provides extra resolution.

Figure 5 shows a shallow depth slice comparison between
one-off tomography using un-separated traveltimes, and the
solution adopted in our work.

Figure 5: A depth slice comparison between one-off
tomography solution with un-separated traveltimes (Left)
and the solution adopted in our work (Right). Color bar
ranges from 1,000 m/s (blue) to 3,000 m/s (magenta).

With the help of a ray density plot (Figure 6), one gains a
direct impression of the area where the hidden layer is
present.

Figure 6: Ray density plot indicates the area(in black)
where the hidden layer is present. Color bar ranges from 0
(blue) to 10,000 (magenta).

Uphole velocities are used to validate the final tomographic
solution.   Figure7showsvelocity data from three upholes
overlaid on inline sections. Considering upholeshave
greater resolution than traveltime tomography does, we
think tomography model is reliable even if the thickness of
the shallow high velocity layer islarger than indicated by
the upholes.
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Figure 7: The overlays of tomographic velocities and
uphole velocities (arrows). Color bar ranges from 1,000
m/s (blue) to 3,000 m/s (magenta).

Conclusions

Theoretically, first arrival traveltime tomography cannot
yield an accurate solution in the presence of velocity
inversion. However, traveltime tomography has the ability
to image shallow hidden layers if first and later arrivals
associated with these hidden layers are separately picked.
We have developedan iterative workflow that converges
the velocity model and the traveltimes to the most
reasonable solution.
.
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